STATE-OF-THE-ART UPLIFT

®

Designed for permanent installation, the innovative Uplift® platform is a durable, easy to operate scissor lift that
quickly transitions the function of your venue based on the current need. Within minutes, one person can change
the height of one or several conjoined Uplifts and reset the stage. To adjust the height, simply use a drill in the
platform’s input shaft and set the platform to the desired level.
The Uplift can be custom designed to meet the needs and space of your venue, including the option to match
the surface with an existing finish. Whether using the Uplift to extend an existing stage or lowering to permit
more seating space, the cutting edge Uplift can help bring your performance venue to a new level, literally.

Innovative Uplift Projects
Belmont Hill School Theatre: Belmont, MA
To allow for both a stage extension and expanded seating
area, 12 Uplift stages were installed at Belmont Hill School’s
theater. The Uplifts were installed in the orchestra pit area
in front of the main stage. For a unique installation, the
Uplifts were custom designed and built to fit into the exact
space available in the theater. Plus, each surface included a
custom finish to match the surrounding area. The efficiency
of the single operation Uplift is convenient for Belmont
because staff is limited, and frequent changeovers are
needed in the space. Now with the Uplifts, one person can
conveniently transition the Uplifts to operate as a stage
extension to a seating expansion.

Ziegfeld Ballroom: New York, NY
To provide an elegant setting to an existing entertainment
space, 16 Uplifts were installed at Ziegfeld Ballroom. The
function of the multipurpose room often changes daily,
such as from a full ballroom to performance stage, and the
single operator equipment allows for quick changeover. The
Uplifts help transition the venue’s layout to host a variety of
entertainment gatherings such as society galas, corporate
and non-profit events, wedding receptions, and more. Plus,
the Uplifts double as an elevated stage and an expanded
dance floor. By using the innovative Uplifts, Ziegfeld
Ballroom can host a variety of events all within one space.

Key Overall Benefits
• Drill operated - no manual labor or lifting
• Scissor lift design for convenient raising and lowering
• Standard height range of 11” to 47”
• Custom shapes, sizes, and height ranges available
• Load capacity of 150 lbs. psf
• Compatible with our standard accessories

ELEVATE YOUR EXPERIENCE
Performing art centers and theaters demand
durable and high-quality equipment, and
Staging Concepts can perfectly fulfill this need.
We look forward to working with you and
determining the right solution for your venue.
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